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**SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS**

**1000: ABS, DRIVING A SCHOOL BUS WITH, “COUNTING ON YOU”**

Film shows good tips on driving a bus with an anti-lock brake system. (Copyright 1998)

**1002: ACCIDENT, WHAT TO DO IN CASE OF AN ACCIDENT**

Discusses the following steps to take at an accident scene, whether you’re involved or not: (1) Protect the scene, (2) Assist injured persons, (3) Notify authorities, (4) Notify your company, and (5) Obtain information. (Copyright 1997)
1004: ACTIVITIES BUS, DRIVING THE

Helps the driver understand the added responsibilities of the planning requirements for activity bus operation.

1005: ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Shows what to look for if someone around you is using drugs, someone who could seriously injure you in an accident. Explains in detail the symptoms of various drugs used. Motivates the viewer to support anti-drug programs in the work place. (Copyright 1994)

1007: BLOOD BORNE PATHOGENS FOR BUS DRIVERS

It’s important to protect the lives of children while transporting them to and from school. This video will help ensure that bus drivers understand standard precautions that can prevent the spread of blood borne pathogens.

1008: BLUE BIRD SCHOOL BUS SEGMENT

Idaho Bus Sales, Inc. presents: Blue Bird Bus Segment from the History Channel’s Modern Marvels: The History of Buses.

1009: BUS DRIVING TIPS

Film shows good tips ranging from pre-tripping your bus to the actual driving. Film distributed by Navistar International. (Copyright 1988)

1010: CHILDREN ARE OUR FUTURE

Newscast coverage in Columbus, Ohio of a bus accident filled with disabled students. Display of the E-Z ON vest with a 4-point anchor system worn by the students on the bus.
1012: CONDUCTING THE PARENT CONFERENCE

Discussion to help teacher and administrators promote parental cooperation when dealing with their child’s behavior. (Copyright 1995)

1013: CONFIDENTIAL RECORDS TRAINING FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

Explains the legal and practical issues concerning confidential student information contained in education records. With this information, pupil transportation officials can work more closely with school administrators and special educators to ensure that their drivers have, and used correctly, the information needed to support safe, orderly, and efficient transportation for all students. (Copyright 1999)

1014: COUNTING ON YOU

General bus driving tips from pre-trip to post-trip inspection. Good overall review. (Copyright 1989)

1016: DISCIPLINE AND THE SCHOOL BUS PASSENGER

Excellent film for all school bus drivers and those considering the profession of school bus driving. Motivates drivers to perform more safely and efficiently. Demonstrates safety, emergency procedures and the exacting nature of the driving task. Presents practical solutions to discipline problems in all age groups. Emphasizes prompt, firm handling of problem behavior from fistfight to vandalism. Deals honestly with major problems.

1017: DRIVER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM, SCHOOL BUS

A series of ten VHS cassettes covering all aspects of training the novice school bus driver. This program is required in the training of all new drivers (IDAPA Rule 08.02.G.41a). Individual titles of this set follow and are recommended for reinforcement of good driving skills. Individual titles may be requested by VHS number. (Copyright 1990)

1. School Bus Rules and Regulations Fundamentals of Driving
2. Basic School Bus Driving Techniques
3. Pre-trip School Bus Safety Inspection
4. School Bus Accident Procedures
5. Passenger Emergency
6. Use of Emergency Equipment
7. The Catastrophic School Bus Accident
8. School Bus Driver Readiness Test
9. School Bus Driver Readiness Test

1019: EMERGENCY EVACUATION, SCHOOL BUS

For drivers and supervisors. Explains how to make the drill safe for everyone. Shows how to prepare for the drill, getting out of the bus through all exits, where to go after exiting the bus, and procedures to make the scene more secure when outside the bus. (Copyright 1997)

1020: FATIGUE

Fatigue kills thousands of drivers. Fatigue may gradually become worse but not be noticed by the driver. This video describes causes of fatigue. Drivers will understand better how to recognize the signs of fatigue. Suggestions for reducing fatigue are given. (Copyright 1997)

1021: FIELD OF VISION

A video guide to proper school bus mirror adjustment in accordance with FMVSS-111. In conjunction with Dick Fischer, this video is intended to be used as a supplement to your existing driver training programs. (Copyright 1992)

1022: FIRE EXTINGUISHER TRAINING: USING THE P.A.S.S. PROCEDURE

Video discusses various types of fires and extinguishers. (Copyright 1997)
1024: FIRST AID ONE: FIRST ON THE SCENE

Question and answer format with examples. Video should be used for refresher training and supported with hands-on training. (Copyright 1997)

1025: FIRST AID TWO: INJURED VICTIMS

Question and answer format with examples. Video should be used for refresher training and supported with hands-on training.

1026: FIRST AID THREE: OUTSIDE FORCES

Question and answer format with examples. Video should be used for refresher training and supported with hands-on training.

1027: FIRST AID FOUR: CRISIS RESPONSE

Question and answer format with examples. Video should be used for refresher training and supported with hands-on training.

1028: FIVE STEPS TO SAFETY (PROTECTION FROM INFECTIOUS DISEASES)

Proper procedures for using a body fluid clean up kit to protect drivers from infectious diseases.

1031: FOX RIVER GROVE ACCIDENT

Replica of the October 25, 1995 Fox River Grove incident.

1034: GUARDING AGAINST INFECTION

Anyone can be carrying a deadly virus. It is critical that everyone knows how to protect themselves from contagious and potentially serious diseases. This video explains the OSHA rules regarding universal precautions. (Copyright 1996)
1036: HEADS UP AT THE WHEEL: HOME SAFE
Presentation on staying awake while driving. (Copyright 1996)

1037: SCHOOL BUS HIJACKINGS: THE PREVENTION TRAINING VIDEO
Learn how to detect signs of potential hijackers, react appropriately to those signs, and maintain the safety of the children. (Copyright 1997)

1040: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

1041: INTEGRATED CHILD RESTRAINT SEAT
Instructions on how to use the integrated child restraint seat, which makes the bus rides safer for small children and infant seats.

1042: INTERSECTIONS
Dangers are present at every intersection. Whether “controlled” or “open,” intersections require caution. The right of way rules applying at intersections, both written and unwritten, are explained. Also discusses how terrain and weather conditions and common courtesy can affect a driver’s decision as to when to accept that right of way. (Copyright 1997)

1044: MASTER OF TEACHER SERIES (7 VOLUMES)
This series of seven videos will help provide bus drivers with consistent direction and training for the many situations they will encounter beyond driving safety. It is not intended as a basic driving course, but rather a source of information and help for the most common people issues people faced by bus drivers today. (Copyright 2002)

- Volume 1: The Professional Bus Driver
- Volume 2: Establishing a Positive Environment on Your Bus
- Volume 3: Dealing with Severe Disruptions
- Volume 4: Engaging the Support of School Administration
• Volume 5: The Role of the Bus Driver in Public Relations
• Volume 6: A Positive Attitude/Taking Care of Yourself
• Volume 7: Handling Students with Special Needs

1046: MIDDLE SCHOOL CHILD AND DISCIPLINE

Presentation given by Dr. Michael Moody during the 1992 Transportation Supervisor’s Workshop in Idaho Falls.

1047: MINNESOTA SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS DEVELOPMENT SERIES (6 VOLUMES)

• Volume 1: Pre-Trip Inspection:
  o Demonstrates a good pre-trip inspection.
• Volume 2: Emergency Procedures
  o How to handle breakdown emergencies and accidents.
• Volume 3: Fundamentals of Bus Driving
  o Shows how a school bus differs from an automobile and provides the basic techniques needed to safely drive a school bus.
• Volume 4: The Ghosts of Crossing Grade X
  o Depicts what can happen at railroad crossings and how to avoid a collision with a train from a ghost’s viewpoint.
• Volume 5: School Bus Emergency Evacuation
  o Proper procedures for bus evacuation including what students should do if the driver is incapacitated.
• Volume 6: Are You Reading Me?
  o Covers road sign and the importance of reading them.
• Volume 7: Children in Traffic
  o Deals with how children perceive traffic and various traffic situations.
• Volume 8: Freeway Driving
  o Good video for rural schools that take field trips to the city plus metropolitan schools.
• Volume 9: Sharing the Road with Big Trucks
  o Video uses trucks and cars for reference, but is a good video for dealing with trucks in the city, on the freeways, two-lane highways and mountains.
1049: NIGHT DRIVING

The loss of light always makes night driving more dangerous. In the distance you see only lights, reflections and shadows. Not only are the conditions worse, more impaired drivers are out at night. A driver must be ready to make the most of the light that is available. (Copyright 1995)

1051: PASSING: CHANGING LANES

Every pass, every lane change, exposes the driver to danger. When should you do it and how should you do it legally and safely. Offers strategies for travel on multi-lane highways and for travel in two-way traffic. (Copyright 1997)

1053: PRE-TRIP INSPECTION SCHOOL BUS

Pre-trip inspection of a school bus is a federal requirement. This film shows how to check dashboard instruments, air brakes, lists and emergency equipment, plus under the hood items. During a circle tour of the bus, the driver is taught to check mirrors, wheels, tires, brake lights, flashers and turn signals. A condensed version of a complete brake system check is also presented.

1054: PRECISION BACKING – TRANSIT (BEHIND-THE-WHEEL)

Video discusses precision backing techniques for large school buses. Also discusses mirror usage and adjustments. (Copyright 1997)

1055: PRECISION RIGHT AND LEFT TURNS – SMALL BUSES (BEHIND-THE-WHEEL)

Video uses a small school bus and goes through both rounded and sharp turn using reference points. (Copyright 1997)
1056: PRECISION RIGHT AND LEFT HAND TURNS – TRANSIT (BEHIND-THE-WHEEL)

Video uses a large school bus and goes through both rounded and sharp turn, using reference points. (Copyright 1997)

1058: PRE-TRIP INSPECTION AND BRAKE TEST – TRANSIT (BEHIND-THE-WHEEL)

Video uses a large school bus and goes through the pre-trip inspection and brake test. (Uses a California bus with red loading lights only). (Copyright 1997)

1060: RAILROAD CROSSINGS

The potential for a deadly accident exists at any railroad crossing. A train in motion can take over a mile to stop. A driver must be alert to the hazards that exist so that the bus and its passengers are never in danger.

1061: SAFE DRIVING PRINCIPLES

Presents examples of many potential driving hazards a school bus drivers faces during a daily run and how to prepare for them.

1062: SAFE FOLLOWING DISTANCE

Tailgating causes thousands of preventable accidents. The two second/four second and vehicle length rules are explained. Additional information shows how changing conditions affect safe following distance: weather, road condition, traffic congestion, wind resistance and vehicle speed. (Copyright 1997)

1063: THE SAFEST WAY OUT, DRIVER VERSION

Shows drivers how to properly prepare for and conduct an emergency school bus evacuation. Demonstrates how to assist children in evacuating the bus quickly, how to use all types of
emergency exits, and how to secure the scene once the bus has been evacuated. (Copyright 1997)

1064: SAFETY GUARD CROSSING ARMS AND STOP ARMS


1066: SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS: POSITIVELY IN CONTROL

This will help teach your driver’s that with a quick attitude check before boarding the bus, they can manage students, operate safely and efficiently and be positively in control. Other training tips include correct examples of preventative measures drivers can take to improve the safety of students and ensure safe bus operations.

1069: SCHOOL BUS PASSENGERS: AROUND THE BUS

Nearly one-third of the student fatalities in school bus accidents result from students being hit by the bus they ride. Describes the actions required of the bus driver to make sure the students load and unload safely. Explains how, when and where the vehicle should be stopped and where it should not be stopped. Emphasized is communication with the passengers and with other motorists. (Copyright 1993)

1070: SCHOOL BUS PASSENGERS: ON THE BUS

The school bus driver must have control over the bus and passengers. When there are passengers, smooth driving is a safety item. Explained are rules for handling the equipment as well as requirements for dealing with passengers. The driver who has a good attitude and knows what to do at all times, including emergencies, will have the best driving record. (Copyright 1993)
1071: SCHOOL BUS SAFETY – BUS STOPS AND DANGER ZONES

A film presentation on student school bus safety featuring segments on danger zones, safety at the school bus stop and front - cross procedures.

1072: SHELLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT #60

1997 Idaho State Police Ride Along and School Bus Safety.

1076: TIRES, “THE CRITICAL FACTOR”

Tire blowout by Michelin. (Copyright 1998)

1078: VIOLENCE PREVENTION

Consists of manual and two videos. Manual can be sent PDF file by email.

- Video 1: A Vision of Hope – Preventing Violence
  - Examines our culture of violence and ways we can reverse its rising tide to create safe and healthy communities.
- Video 2: Preventing Violence – Hope in Action
  - Demonstrates how people from all walks of life and various circumstances are working together to improve the lives of youth and the health and safety of their communities. (Copyright 1997)

1080: WATCHING OUT

A fundamental that is most basic to safe driving is knowing how to use the eyes so that you can be alert to changing conditions. Proper use of the eyes must become a habit, keeping the eyes moving, recognizing and avoiding distractions, being alert for “blind spots” and properly aiming in the distance. (Copyright 1997)
1081: WHO’S LIABLE?

Have any of your drivers ever asked the question: “If I have an accident which seriously injures another person or causes substantial damage to someone’s property, how well am I protected against a liability suit?” This program provides the answer to complicated legal issues including the four conditions that have to be met to prove liability duty, breach of duty, cause and damage or injury. Examples of actual court cases help drivers understand these terms and how they apply when determining the fault in case of an accident. The program also covers the potential for personal fault or liability by the driver.

1083: YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Presentation of Dr. Clifford M. Lee at the 1992 Idaho Pupil Transportation Conference.

1084: YOU AND YOUR BUS - A PERFECT FIT

Video used in Idaho’s Train the Trainer programs. Based on the nationally acclaimed Dick Fischer Driver Training Program. (Copyright 1997)

1085: ACCIDENT PROCEDURES

This training program is designed to serve as basic training for new school bus drivers and refresher, or post-incident, training for veterans. This teaches the driver to have a proper, thorough procedure to follow at the scene of a crash. (Copyright 2003)

1087: DEFENSIVE DRIVING

The main objective is to instruct drivers on the critical elements of defensive driving. A secondary objective is to establish an internal alarm system in drivers that causes them to constantly drive defensively and anticipate hazards. (Copyright 2003)
1088: DRIVING TECHNIQUES

The main objective is to establish an internal alarm system in drivers that causes them to constantly, even subconsciously, drive defensively and anticipates hazards. Also, to instruct all drivers on the critical elements of safe driving techniques. (Copyright 2003)

1089: EMERGENCY MANEUVERS

The main objective is to instruct all drivers of the critical elements of emergency maneuvers. Also, to establish an internal alarm system that causes them to constantly know when and how to use evasive maneuvers to handle a driving emergency. (Copyright 2003)

1091: PASSENGER SAFETY

This training program is designed to serve as basic training for new school bus drivers and refresher, or post-incident training for veterans. The main objective is to cause drivers to watch out for their passenger’s safety and to demonstrate techniques that drivers can use to ensure students’ safety. (Copyright 2003)

1092: SEEING HAZARDS

This is used to instruct drivers on the critical elements of seeing hazards. Establishes an internal alarm system that causes them to constantly know when and how to use evasive maneuvers to handle seeing hazards.

1093: USING YOUR MIRRORS

This training program is designed to serve as basic training for new school bus drivers and refresher, or post-incident, training for veterans. The main objective is to instruct all drivers of the critical elements of properly adjusting and using their mirrors. A secondary objective is to establish respect for the importance of mirrors in helping drivers maneuver their vehicles safely. (Copyright 2003)
1094: VEHICLE INSPECTIONS

The main objective of this video is to provide training to all school bus drivers on the importance of implementing and maintaining a proper, thorough vehicle inspection process, and to follow that same process every time they inspect their bus. (Copyright 2003)

1095: DEFENSIVE DRIVING SKILLS FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

What should a bus driver do when their bus is descending a hill too quickly? How do you retain control of a bus following a blowout? When driving in sleet or snow, what should a bus driver be looking for? What are the differences between driving at night, versus driving during the day? How can a driver avoid blind spots when approaching or leaving a loading zone? These are only a few of the issues this video addresses. Ideal training tool for any level of bus drivers.

1096: HOW TO CONTROL BULLYING ON THE SCHOOL BUS DVD

This video discusses preventative techniques in order to avoid bullying. Some of the techniques include the consequences of bullying, the need to pay attention to student feedback regarding bullying, how to combat bullying by using a team effort, and getting school officials involved. Also, the video goes over early signs for the driver indicating when a student might be being bullied.

1097: HOW TO PREVENT VIOLENCE ON THE SCHOOL BUS DVD

The DVD goes over the more serious violent situations, i.e., bringing a gun onto the school bus and the possibility of hijacking. Each situation is provided with a scenario and a correct response, along with intermittent breaks to discuss how a bus driver might handle the situation.

1098: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS DVD

This DVD presents different scenarios of student behavior from not listening to direction from a school bus driver to fights between students on the school bus. The DVD goes over the incorrect way to the correct way, to gain respect and trust from the students. It also shows positive methods, and indicates how those can be more effective than using negative ones.
1099: BEST PRACTICE SERIES

- **Volume 1: If Buses Could Talk – The Importance of Staff Moral**
  - This humorous but thought provoking video imagines what buses might say about their drivers if they could talk in regards to driving skills morale with the effects of gossip. This video will get drivers and other transportation staff laughing, talking, and thinking about the relationship between morale, professionalism, and safety. (Copyright 2003)

- **Volume 2: Someone Who Made a Difference – A Key Role of Bus Attendants**
  - This moving story about a student reflecting how a bus attendant touched her life during a very difficult period demonstrates what a powerful positive influence bus attendants and bus drivers can have upon children in today’s troubled world. This video will stimulate discussion and reflection in your frontline transportation staff about attitude, professionalism and caring. (Copyright 2003)

1102: BACKING UP PROCEDURES FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

Backing up is one of the most difficult maneuvers a bus driver must perform. This video outlines the various types of back up methods drivers must use and demonstrates how to do each one safely. Topics covered include: Straight backing, serpentine backing, sharp crossing back over and stall backing.

1103: FIRST AID TRAINING FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

When a medical issue occurs on a school bus, bus drivers must learn what actions to take. This compelling video details the legal liabilities involved in treating students how to create an effective action plan for first aid treatment and highlights the most important areas of fist aid safety to insure your drivers know what to do in these situations: Blood borne pathogens exposure, moving injured students, bleeding and shock, limb injuries, spinal injuries, and Epi-pen and seizures.
**1104: HOW TO CONTROL EXTREME BEHAVIOR ON THE SCHOOL BUS**

There is a simple but important message in this video. The bus driver must stay in control of the bus at all times. During the course of this video multiple re-enactments of severe behavioral issues are examined. This video is a dynamic training program for bus drivers as well as students. We examine preventative steps bus drivers take when confronted with extreme behavior. Clear guidelines show that the bus driver must always stay in charge. In addition we emphasize the importance or early intervention and communication with the school team.

**1105: ACCIDENT – MAKE SECONDS COUNT**

This video re-enacts in dramatic detail the actions that school bus drivers must take following a serious school bus incident. This program can be used to help prepare school bus drivers to understand the most important steps that every driver must implement in order to save the lives of serious injured students.

**1106: DANGER ZONE**

Danger zones are the areas around your bus where pedestrian accidents are most likely to happen. You have to be particularly vigilant about these areas when loading or unloading the bus and before moving whenever you’ve been stopped around pedestrians, children or adults. It’s your responsibility to protect your danger zones. In this course you’ll learn where the danger zones are and tips for making sure no children enter them.

**1107: CONTROLLING NEW AGE BULLYING IN SCHOOLS**

Bullying has evolved from a rite of passage to a major social problem. School bus drivers, teachers, administrators and all school employees are faced with this problem. The video is designed to show effective techniques to change students behavior and make school employees part of a campus wide team that assertively works to solve this problem. Includes reference guide, test, and certificate CD. (Copyright 2012)
1108: LOADING ZONES: A SPLIT SECOND AROUND YOUR SCHOOL BUS

This video gives a complete 360 degree look around the school bus; we freeze time to show what types of potential problems the school bus driver must be aware of. A visually stimulating DVD to teach drivers how to avoid accidents. (Copyright 2010)

1109: DRIVER’S GUIDE TO SCHOOL BUS CROSSING

A perfect video to show how students are to exit the school bus; where they would walk and wait for the driver to wave them across the street and the importance to paying attention to commands of the school bus driver. Includes reference guide, test and certificate CD. (Copyright 2011)

1110: HOW TO SAFELY EVACUATE A SCHOOL BUS

When safety is measured in seconds, bus drivers must know how to get students safely and quickly off their bus. Drills for rear doors, side door and split door evacuations are demonstrated. Includes reference guide, test, and certificate CD. (Copyright 2002)

1111: SAFETY AWARENESS FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

This video will acquaint bus drivers with many of the most important safety issues that face school bus drivers. (Copyright 2003)

1112: SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION SECURITY AWARENESS DVD

It’s difficult to imagine the possibility that our school buses could become the targets of a security threat. School buses have been and will continue to be targets of those who use violence to promote their agendas. This DVD consists of a simulated school bus hijacking. By applying the awareness and knowledge you will gain in this training program you can reduce the threat of security incidents on school buses. What about your school system? How do you think the story would end if a similar incident occurred on one of your buses?
1113: IMPACT: AFTER THE CRASH DVD

A documentary that explores the horrific Carrolton Kentucky bus crash of May 14, 1988, which killed twenty seven people, mostly children, and injured nearly three dozen others, making it the worst drunk driving related crash in U.S. history. The Kentucky tragedy became nationally known, not only because of the devastation it caused, but also because this incident gave prominence to the then fledging national anti-drunk driving organization, Mothers Against Drunk Driving.

1114: SCHOOL BUS DANGER ZONES: JACOB’S STORY DVD

December 16, 2004, a six year old Missouri student slips and falls under his school bus while walking along side of it at his stop. Nine years later Jacob Wright’s family recalls the event and how it forever impacted their lives.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVING: IT’S NOT A JOB IT’S A PROFESSION!

Being a bus driver means more than someone sitting in the driver’s seat of a school bus. It takes dedication and commitment.

1115: THE PROFESSIONAL BUS DRIVER – DEALING AND COMMUNICATING WITH PARENTS

How to deal with and communicate with parents who are angry or irate is the central theme of this video. Emphasis on listening skills, stay in control of your emotions, being aware of negative or positive body language and more. Includes: Reference Guide, Test, and Certificate. (Copyright 2014)

1116: PRE-TRIP INSPECTION OF A CONVENTIONAL SCHOOL BUS DVD

This covers the most important elements of a pre-trip inspection including: inspection of the lighting systems, exterior and interior items of the bus, brake inspection and much more. Reference guide CD includes: Reference Guide, Test, and Certificate. (Copyright 2011)
1117: PRE-TRIP INSPECTION OF THE SCHOOL BUS DVD

This video covers the most important elements of a pre-trip inspection including: Inspection of the lighting systems, exterior and interior items of the bus, brake inspection and much more. Reference guide CD includes: Reference Guide, Test and Certificate. (Copyright 2007)

1118: EVERYTHING MIRRORS ON THE SCHOOL BUS DVD

There is a difference between glancing at a mirror and focusing on what’s going on inside the mirror. This thorough DVD bridges that difference and gives drivers a new perspective on how to effectively use their mirrors. Reference guide CD includes: Reference Guide, Test and Certificate. (Copyright 2013)

1119: SECURING THE BUS YARD DVD

School buses are a vulnerable target. This video demonstrates the need to employ common sense safety measures to counteract threats to their bus. Reference Guide CD includes: Reference Guide, Test, and Certificate. (Copyright 2013)

1120: EVERY DAY HAZARDS FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS DVD

School bus drivers are faced with different types of hazards every day. In this video, we put the viewer in the driver’s seat to offer a unique point of view for drivers. We introduce a variety of scanning techniques that would help drivers quickly identify and react to hazards accordingly. Reference guide CD includes: Reference Guide, Test and Certificate. (Copyright 2014)

1121: SAFE TURNING PROCEDURES FOR BUS DRIVERS DVD

The importance of knowing how to safely and accurately make turns in a school bus is demonstrated in this video. Right and left turns are broken down into their component parts, so drivers will be able to visualize each part of a turn. Animation, training exercise and live demonstrations make this a lively and interesting program. (Copyright 2011)
1122: CDL TRAINING GUIDE SECTION 10 - SCHOOL BUSES DVD

Do you know what the federal CDL exam entails? Do you know all the components that are included in the federal CDL manual? In this video, we are guided by a veteran school bus driver trainer to give you this information. We meticulously cover the many sections included in the federal CDL manual and even take it a step further to give you additional information. This is great video to have for new drivers and seasoned drivers alike. (Copyright 2015)

1123: NIGHT DRIVING FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS DVD

Highlights: Night blindness, dealing with fatigue, driving within your headlights, proper use of high beams and low beams, rate of closure, watching out for pedestrians, and road sign. (Copyright 2015)

1124: TAIL SWING SAFETY BUS DRIVERS DVD

Highlights: Understanding the tail swing effect when making turns. The difference of tail swing when driving a conventional versus a transit bus. (Copyright 2009)

1125: LOADING AND UNLOADING THE SCHOOL BUS SAFELY DVD

The most dangerous part of a school bus ride for students is getting on and off the bus. In this video, we cover safe loading and unloading procedures for school bus drivers. We also go over the importance of keeping track of students in the danger zone and what you should teach them about getting on and off of the school bus safely. (Copyright 2016)

1127: WINTER SCHOOL BUS DRIVING SAFETY DVD

Highlights: Proper spacing on icy road, awareness of other drivers, how and when to chain up, how to handle a bus when you go into a skid. (Copyright 2006)
1128: POST ACCIDENT PROCEDURES FOR SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS DVD

Do you know the steps to be taken immediately following a collision or a breakdown? Do you know the correct procedures for setting up the reflective emergency triangles? Do you know the important documents to have on hand when law enforcement arrives? These questions are answered in this brand new video on post-accident procedures for school bus drivers. (Copyright 2015)

SCHOOL BUS PASSENGERS

3000: BUILDING SAFETY THROUGH TEAMWORK

Each bus needs evacuation leaders. This video is designed to teach students the steps in school bus emergency evacuations as a team.

3003: EMERGENCY SCHOOL BUS EVACUATION

Classroom film designed to give all elementary grade students a basic understanding of procedures for evacuating a school bus under emergency conditions. Can be used as an orientation program before actual school evacuation drill practice. Good demonstration. Geared to teach students, would be useful for drivers to watch as well.

3004: IOWA SCHOOL BUS SAFETY PROGRAM

Video is designed to give your students a solid foundation in the ABC’s of school bus safety. Objective is to cultivate conscientious, safety minded school bus passengers in your school system. To accomplish this goal, a comprehensive 10-lesson program has been developed that should benefit students throughout their school years and later in life as drivers. Produced by Iowa Governor’s Traffic Safety Bureau in cooperation with the Department of Education. Includes instructional guide available upon request. (Copyright 1990)
3005:  OPERATION SCHOOL BUS SAFETY – BE COOL, FOLLOW THE RULES

Imagine you are a Secret Agent with an important mission: safely escort a queen to school on your school bus. She has never ridden a school bus before and does not know the rules of school bus safety. Could you teach her the rules and get her to school safely? That’s the mission of this video. Ideal for Kindergarten through fourth grade.

3007:  PEDESTRIAN AND BUS SAFETY, SCHOOL

Discusses bus safety rules and understanding why the rules are important. Video is directed toward students in grades 4 through 6.

3008:  POOH’S GREAT SCHOOL BUS ADVENTURE

This program demonstrates and encourages the rules and procedures that ensure our children a safe ride to and from school. It deals not only with the ride itself, but also with waiting for, boarding and getting off the school bus. It also deals with safe practices after exiting the bus, where there is a two and one half times greater chance for injury. The adventures of Winnie the Pooh and his friends as they journey to take Christopher Robin his lunch will teach our children how to approach their daily journey towards education in the safest possible way. Walt Disney Educational Productions

3010:  SAFEST WAY OUT, THE:  STUDENT VERSION VHS, DVD

Shows children how to properly prepare for and execute an emergency school bus evacuation. Demonstrates how to safely exit from front, rear, side and multiple exits, emergency windows and roof hatches, and when each exit is appropriate. (Copyright1997)

3013:  STAND FOR WHAT IS RIGHT

This one hour music video features a true life account from his performances and travels throughout the U.S. featuring hard hitting interviews with young people about the issues of racism, drugs, alcohol, suicide, gangs, and violence and their decisions of compromise or to stand for what is right. (Copyright 1997)
3016: WINTER CONDITIONS: SAFE BUS RIDERS

Educational video teaching kids how to be safe bus riders. Focuses on winter riding/driving procedures.

SPECIAL NEEDS

4000: ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR SPECIAL ED BUS DRIVERS

This video takes you into the field to experience first-hand what a special education bus drivers is required to do.

4001: AUTISM: SPECIAL PLANNING FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE

This video was produced for school bus personnel as a teaching aid for working with autistic individuals. It depicts statistical information regarding autism, behavioral characteristics and suggests methods of managing behavior. Instructor’s Guide available. Albuquerque Public Schools. (Copyright 1988)

4002: BUS EVACUATION FOR SPECIAL ED DRIVERS

Bus evacuation for special education buses.

4004: EPILEPSY: SPECIAL PLANNING FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE

This video deals with the nature of epilepsy and the most common types of epilepsy, recognition of a seizure, how to handle a seizure, and response to the individual need. Instructor’s Guide available. Albuquerque Public Schools. (Copyright 1988)

4005: INTERVENTION STRATEGIES FOR SPECIAL ED BUS DRIVERS

This video is designed to show bus drivers how to intervene when inappropriate behavior occurs on a school bus. It emphasizes common sense techniques that all special ed bus drivers
can utilize. Importance of teamwork between parents, bus driver and special ed teachers of making sure the student understands the rules when riding the bus and how to implement a problem solving techniques when a student misbehaves.

**4006: IT CAN HAPPEN: EVACUATION OF CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS FROM SCHOOL BUSES**

Very detailed evacuation of special needs students. Should be supported with hands-on training.

**4007: O’STRAINT OCCUPANT RESTRAINT SYSTEM**

1. Getting to Know
2. O’Straint and You
3. One and two combined

Safe transportation of the wheelchair user.

**4009: RICON, THE ADVANTAGE**

Product oriented. Use for driver training. (Copyright 1998)

**4011: SAFE & SECURE – A KINEDYNE TRAINING PROGRAM**

This effective and comprehensive program is a valuable resource for new-hire and refresher training. It incorporates a Leader’s Guide, video, interactive curriculum, and covers a variety of important topics such as: pre-trip inspection, securing the mobility aid, protecting the occupant, system care and maintenance, and component and assembly operation. (Copyright 1995)

**4012: SAFEST WAY OUT, THE: SPECIAL NEEDS DRIVERS**

Shows drivers of special-needs school buses how to properly prepare for and conduct an emergency evacuation. Explains in detail how to release wheelchairs from modern restraint
systems, how to properly lift mobility-impaired children, and how to assist hearing and visually impaired children. (Copyright 1995)

4013: SEXUALITY AND SOCIALIZATION FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

Discussion on understanding and preventing inappropriate behavior on the bus. Students with disabilities have the same emotional and physical needs, desires, and dreams as those without a disability. (Copyright 1995)

4015: SPECIAL NEEDS SERIES (SET OF 3)

Set of three VHS cassettes covering the importance of our special needs population. Request the following by title:

1. Introduction
2. Loading and Unloading
3. Transporting the Physically Handicapped

4016: WHEELCHAIR MANAGEMENT

Covers the problems caused by the many variables in wheelchairs from the differences in construction to the ways in which they must be secured on the bus.

4018: SAFETY TECHNIQUES FOR SPECIAL NEEDS BUS DRIVERS DVD

This video covers safety procedures for loading and unloading special needs students. It also covers different types of tie downs and how to tie down wheelchairs using newer retractor tie downs and ratchet style tie downs. Also goes over back safety, manually operating the lift and much more. Includes reference guide, test and certificate CD. (Copyright 2012)
**4019: SPECIAL NEEDS BUS DRIVING: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW DVD**

This video covers the important roles and responsibilities that special needs drivers should adhere to. It also covers driving techniques to operate the bus with tender loving care and goes over many additional issues. Includes reference guide and test CD. (Copyright 2014)

**4020: TRANSPORTING STUDENTS WITH EMOTIONAL DISABILITIES**

An in-depth look at how to communicate, how to intervene and how to work with students, parents and staff of special needs students. Highlights: how to communicate with special needs students, and the importance of working with parents and school staff. Includes reference guide, test and certificate CD. (Copyright 2013)

**4021: HOW TO SAFELY EVACUATE A SPECIAL NEEDS BUS DVD**

Do you know how you would react if faced with an emergency evacuation of the special needs bus? This new video gives you an idea of the challenges you would come against if that scenario does take place. We go over procedures for emergency and non-emergency evacuations. We also cover mental preparedness, protecting yourself from injury and much more. Includes reference guide, test and certificate CD. (Copyright 2014)

**4022: SPECIAL EDUCATION MONITORS: ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES**

The video covers many of the roles and responsibilities that special education monitors must follow. We emphasize the professionalism school bus monitors must maintain at all times. We also cover how a strong driver/monitor teams is an invaluable asset and we demonstrate the effectiveness of positive intervention when managing student behavior. Includes reference guide, test and certificate CD. (Copyright 2015)